Theatre and Society
THR309, Fall 2012
Mondays, 1:30 – 4:20
LEW 219

Prof. Jill Dolan
113 Dickinson Hall
258-5697; jsdolan@Princeton.edu (preferred)
Office Hours: Thursdays, 2-4 and by appointment

Course Description

“Theatre and Society” is meant to investigate the ways in which theatre and performance speak into their cultural and historical moments. We’ll look at self-avowed political drama or performance in various historical moments in American theatre; at plays or performances that caused controversy in various communities in which they were performed; and at community-based performance produced for specific reasons within its locale. We’ll also discuss, frequently and intently, the role of the artist in society. What is the artist’s responsibility to his or her nation? To his or her local community? How does the artist (or should the artist) represent his or her identity community? How does an artist participate as a citizen of a democratic nation? We’ll also explore the notion of the “artist/scholar/citizen” as a useful position from which to speak. Our readings will engage a variety of plays and performances live, as written texts, or on DVD. Visits from and workshops with guest artists will help frame our discussions and will provide a practical component to the course.

Course Schedule

Week #1: No class, Rosh Hashanah
Monday, September 17

Week #2: Introduction
Monday, September 24 (1st meeting)

Reading:

➢ Lorraine Hansberry, Raisin in the Sun (L)
➢ Bruce Norris, Clybourne Park (L)

Events:

➢ Thursday, September 27: United in Anger showing, documentary about ACT-UP, with talk back with producers/directors after, 7 p.m., Stewart Theatre, 185 Nassau

Week #3: The Politics of Dramatic Theatre
Monday, October 1 (2nd meeting)
Reading:


Events:

- Thursday, October 4, *Critical Encounters*, jointly sponsored by ENG, CAAS, and AMS, presents a reading of Philip Kan Gotanda’s new play about Chang and Eng Bunker, the original “Siamese twins,” followed by a conversation with the playwright himself in 106 McCormick at 4:30. The student-performed reading will be directed by Prof. Bob Sandberg.
- Thursday, October 4, Nezaket Ekici performance installation, 185 Nassau, Matthews Acting Studio; 8:00 p.m. performance. [http://fertile-crescent.org/performances.html](http://fertile-crescent.org/performances.html).

Week #4: Constructing Communities
Monday, October 8 (3rd meeting)

Reading:

- Ann Carlson, “Site/Dance” (under Course Materials on Blackboard and other short pieces on line)

Recommended:

- Sonja Kuftinec, *Staging America: Cornerstone and Community-Based Theatre* (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2003), chapter one. (ER)

Week #5: Solo Performance: Is the Personal Political? Is the Personal Always Personal?
Monday, October 15 (4th meeting)

Reading:

- Danny Hoch, *Jails, Hospitals, and Hip-Hop* (DVD) (ER)
- Reno, *Rebel Without a Pause* (DVD) (ER)

Events:


Week #6: Guerrilla Theatre
Monday, October 22 (5th meeting; midterm week)

Reading:

- Valerie Solanas, “The SCUM Manifesto” (TK/ER)
- Mary Harron, dir., *I Shot Andy Warhol*, film (ER)
- Boal, invisible theatre (TK)
- Guerrilla Girls (online)

Workshop: Final projects

Week #7: Fall Recess
Monday, October 29

Week #8: Constructing a Theatre Commons
Monday, November 5 (6th meeting)
Look through websites:

- Jumper (Diane Ragsdale) http://www.artsjournal.com/jumper/
- Artivate (Linda Essig) http://www.artivate.org/
- HowlRound (Polly Carl) http://www.howlround.com/
- CAN/Art in the Public Interest (Linda Frye Burnham, Community Action Network) http://www.apionline.org/
- Culturebot (Andy Horowitz) http://www.culturebot.org/

Reading:

- Carol Becker, “The Artist as Public Intellectual,” The Subversive Imagination, 236-246. (ER)

Workshop:  Polly Carl, HowlRound, Emerson College


Week #9: Politics of Actor Training
Monday, November 12 (7th meeting)

Reading:

Carol Becker, “The Education of Young Artists and the Issue of Audience,” in Zones of Contention: Essays on Art, Institutions, Gender, and Anxiety (Buffalo: SUNY Press, 1996), 57-70. (ER)


Week #10: Politics of Casting
Monday, November 19 (8th meeting) Thanksgiving week

Reading:


Danny Hoch’s piece about playing Latino

Sean Hayes controversy over playing straight

Guest: Prof. Brian Herrera, Princeton http://princeton.academia.edu/BrianHerrera

Week #11: Critical Contributions
Monday, November 26 (9th meeting)

Reading:


Introduction, Jill Dolan, Feminist Criticism for Stage and Screen + “How To” section (ER)


Online discussions of criticism:


Culturebot; etc. (urls TK)
Workshop: Karen Fricker, The Guardian, Royal Holloway
http://pure.rhul.ac.uk/portal/en/persons/karen-fricker(763992dd-3f1e-460a-aa31-b4ddae0927e9).html

Week #12: Documentary Theatre
Monday, December 3 (10th meeting)

Reading:

- Emily Mann, Greensboro (A Requiem) in Testimonies: Four Plays (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 1997), 246-330 (ER)
- Jan Cohen-Cruz, Engaging Performance, chapter four, “Cultural Organizing: Multiple Modes of Communication,” 90-110. (L)
- **Strongly Recommended:** The Tectonic Theatre, Moisés Kaufman, The Laramie Project

Workshop: Emily Mann, Artistic Director/Resident Playwright, McCarter Theatre, Princeton
http://www.mccarter.org/AboutUs/AboutDefault.aspx?page_id=39

Week #13: Manifestos
Monday, December 10 (11th meeting)

Last day of class

Reading:

- **Strongly recommended:** Tony Kushner, Angels in America, Parts I & II

Reading period, January 9th (11th meeting)
Presentations and final discussion, 11 – 3:00 (lunch provided), Room 219, 185 Nassau St.

Dean's Date, January 15: All final work due via email attachment by 5:00 p.m.

Course Assignments
Since this is a once-per-week seminar class, your regular attendance is required, and consistent, high-quality oral participation is assumed. You should plan to contribute actively in each class session, offering concise and succinct observations about the reading or performances and engaging your colleague's ideas. Don’t be late for class; consistent lateness will lower your final course grade. More than one absence, for any reason, will lower your final grade by at least one letter. If you have questions about your class participation, your lateness, or your absences and how they’re affecting your grade, please email me or visit me in office hours.

Assignments:

1. **Five-minute in class report on an organization that addresses theatre and its role in society** (10%). The report should include written notes of ~250 words to be posted on Blackboard by 8 a.m. the day of our class meeting. You’ll set your own deadlines for these reports, in consultation with me. Organizations might include: Free Southern Theatre; Cornerstone Theatre; Roadside Theatre; Imagining America; Theatre Communications Group; Sojourn Theatre (Michael Rohd); Animating Democracy; various identity-based theatre advocacy groups and companies (for women, LGBT, people of color, ethnicity); etc.

2. **In-class reports to supplement discussions** (30%), no more than five minutes each, about the plays/playwrights/productions we’re reading. You can sign up for these on the syllabus and cycle them through the semester. The reports should include written notes of ~100-250 words to be posted on Blackboard by 8 a.m. the day of our class meeting:
   a. **Biographical**, on the playwright(s), with one or two interesting anecdotes not easily found.
   b. **Production history**, with detailed information—including images—on one exemplary performance: how it looked, what choices were made, who was cast, and what that might have meant to the production; what the reviews had to say.
   c. **Dramaturgical questions**, about the play’s form and content, to begin our conversation. For instance, “Why is the play organized around ‘episodes’ instead of scenes?” Or, “Why are the characters called ‘The Lady in’ a color of some sort?”

3. **Production or play analysis of something we’ve not seen or read in class** (25%), turned in on a date of your choice, to be pre-arranged with me, during the semester. Productions or plays must be selected and due dates arranged by October 8th. Send me an email indicating which production you’ll see, where, and why, or which play you’ll read and why, and **when you’ll turn in your first draft** (~500 words; final draft 750-1000 words). **Your second draft will be due one week after I return the first draft with comments.** More details about this assignment (i.e., organizing questions, things to look for, etc.) to come.

4. **Final project/paper** (35%), structured in parts: idea-generating workshop, 10/22; 150-word proposal, describing your paper’s thesis argument or your performance or project concept, including at least three sources on which you’ll draw, due before class via email attachment, 11/26; oral presentation or performance of your final work during Reading Week, 1/9; final project/paper, due Dean’s Day via email attachment by 5 p.m., 1/15).

**Ideas for projects:**
a. A research paper about/analysis of a play we haven’t read (approx. 10 pages or 2500 words).
b. An essay-length response to the theory or history we’ve read (approx. 10 pages or 2500 words).
c. A series of reviews of relevant plays for the Prince or a similar print or internet news outlet (adding up to approx. 2500 words).
d. A 5-10 minute original performance (solo, pairs, or group), that in some ways addresses the materials of the class. The performance could be site-specific (that is, performed in a location of your choice that’s meaningful to the work); could be in a theatre you reserve and arrange; or could be in the classroom. The parameters depend on what you want to accomplish by embodying some of the ideas and issues of the class for your colleagues. No more than 10 minutes of performance, plus a three-page/750-word written explanation/assessment of your work.
e. An artistic response to a play, production, or performance, drawn from materials inside or outside of class. This might be a painting, drawing, or sculpture; a short play; a series of poems, etc.
f. A critical journal, cataloguing your responses to an issue related to theatre and society that you follow throughout the semester (for example, the issue of color-blind casting or guerrilla theatre) in the press or online, engaging with the ideas dialogically.
g. A paper, project, or performance of your devising, approved by me in advance.

I don’t accept late work at any point during the semester and I do not give incompletes. Please plan to finish your work on time.

How to Do Well in This Course

The central goal of our class will be to discuss what we read together in a lively, specific, spirited conversation each week. We’ll read from/do scenes from the plays and listen to reports on playwrights and productions. Come prepared with questions about what you read and be ready to engage with questions about what you hear. You’ll do well if you read closely; engage actively in class; throw yourself in to workshops and exercises. There are no right answers in this class; only committed, energetic engagement with a series of what I hope will be provocative texts.

Come to class on time, with the reading in front of you, thoroughly read and prepared. Make your reports informative, interesting, colloquial, and succinct. Ask one another questions; talk to your colleagues, not just to me. Imagine yourself as not “just” a student, but as someone with a stake in the project of theatre and society—as an artist, a spectator, a critic, a donor, a producer, etc. Be invested in what we read, even if it’s only imaginatively.

Come see me in office hours if you have any doubts at all about your work in the class, or even if you just want to chat. My office hours are time I set aside each week for you. Email me any time at all with questions or concerns. Enjoy yourself! The course is meant to be pleasurable as well as informative and thought-provoking.